
Explore Our 
Services



About us
We are a pioneering company specializing in
manufacturing services and boast unparalleled
expertise in sheet metal fabrication and custom control
solutions. 

With a commitment to precision and innovation, we
deliver top-notch solutions tailored to the unique needs
of our clientele.

Leveraging advanced technologies and skilled
craftsmanship, we ensure the highest quality in every
aspect of our operations.

With a customer-centric approach and a focus on
exceeding expectations, we continue to be a trusted
partner for businesses seeking reliable manufacturing
and control solutions.



Manufacturing



Industries we serve:

Food Industry
Medical
Water Treatment Plant
Microenterprises 
Laboratories
Others

Design Development and
CAD Drawings
Metal Fabrication
Waterjet & Laser Cutting
Sandblasting
Painting & Powder
Coating

Packing
Welding
Machining
Custom Finishes
UL Testing 

Our services
Manufacturing Services



Sheet Metal & Machining
Manufacturing Services

At DTI, we thrive on turning your boldest ideas into
reality. 

Our expert team is not just trained, but passionately
dedicated to designing and manufacturing your projects
with precision and flair. 

No concept is too ambitious for us; in fact, we relish the
challenge. With our unwavering commitment to
excellence, we transform your vision into tangible
success stories. 

From intricate sheet metal services to tailor-made
control solutions, DTI is your ultimate partner in
innovation. Let us bring your dreams to life and exceed
your expectations every step of the way.



Industrial Integration
& Custom Made



With our cutting-edge 2D and 3D design manufacturing
and drafting solutions, coupled with meticulous component
selection under UL certification, we empower you to bring
your boldest visions to life with confidence. 

Our unrivaled expertise ensures every detail is meticulously
crafted to perfection, guaranteeing compliance with the
highest industry standards. 

Engineering Services

DTI isn't just about providing solutions; we're about
powering industries forward. From the dynamic realms of
food and beverage to the precision demands of
manufacturing, packaging, and beyond, DTI's innovative
control panel and power distribution solutions are the
backbone of success. 

Manufacturing & Assembly



Elevating Industry Standards: DTI's Premier Power
and Control Solutions.

 At DTI, we're not just designers and builders; we're
architects of innovation, crafting power control
systems, distribution boxes, machine controls, and
an array of advanced control systems to
revolutionize industries. 

Our commitment to excellence shines through in
every product we produce, boasting exceptional
workmanship that sets new benchmarks in quality. 

Industrial Custom Controls Panels and Power Distribution Solutions

Cool rolled steel with
powder coat

Industrial Integration

Certified in:

Cool rolled steel with
powder coat

Aluminum
Galvanized steel,
Stainless steel 304 and 316

PLC controls design

SCADA integrators

VFD controllers &
HMI applications 



Industrial Process Improvement

Streamlined Manufacturing Process: From concept
to completion, our manufacturing process is
meticulously planned and executed to ensure
efficiency and precision at every stage, delivering
high-quality products on time and within budget.

Integrated Consulting and Design: Our expert
consultants work closely with clients to understand
their needs, offering comprehensive design solutions
that optimize functionality, aesthetics, and
manufacturability, resulting in innovative products
that exceed expectations.

Industrial Integration



Automized Conveyors: Implement cutting-edge
automated conveyor systems tailored to your specific
needs, enhancing efficiency and throughput while
reducing labor costs and human error.

Machinery Retrofit: Upgrade your existing machinery
with state-of-the-art technology and enhancements,
prolonging equipment lifespan, improving performance,
and ensuring compliance with modern standards and
regulations.

Production Line Improvement: Optimize your
production lines through strategic analysis and
enhancements, maximizing productivity, minimizing
downtime, and ultimately driving cost savings and
revenue growth.

Custom Robotic Machinery Design 



Contact us!
Reach out and get a quotation
today for your project.

info@dti-usa.com

(951) 705-3808

2292 E Via Burton Anahiem CA 92806 


